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Resumo
Com o desenvolvimento das smart grids, os operadores do sistema de distribuição, podem utilizar
a activação de distributed flexibilities para resolver restrições do sistema e evitar investimentos no
reforço da rede. As incertezas nas previsões de carga e geração aumentam significativamente a
quantidade de recursos a activar para fazer uma gestão preventiva das distributed flexibilities.
Neste trabalho, no propomos uma metodologia para estimar as incertezas, tanto nas previsões
de carga como de geração, ao nivel da subestação de média tensão e determinar o seu impacto
económico na activação das distributed flexibilities.
Utilizando um algoritmo estocástico, nos criámos N séries temporais de carga, velocidade do
vento e cobertura das nuvens, dividindo o erro numa parte estrutural e noutra aleatória. A série
temporal do vento é então cruzada com a curva típica de um aerogerador, e a da cobertura nublosa
com a previsão da irradiância para obtermos N cenários diferentes de carga, produção eólica e
solar.
Estes cenários são utilizados numa ferramenta de simulação, para prever a probabilidade e
profundidade das restrições na rede de distribuição, fazendo uma análise com um passo de 10
minutos.
Com a previsão das restrições, definimos a melhor estratégia de activação para cada flexibility,
tendo em consideração o seu impacto económico. Realizamos também uma breve análise do
mercado de electricidade Francês do dia anterior, intra-diário e do mecanismo de equilíbrio para
dotar o nosso trabalho de um modelo económico próximo da realidade.
Concluímos que o melhor tempo de activação é o mais próximo possível do tempo real, e que
os modelos económicos utilizados hoje em dia deveriam ser actualizados para ter em consideração
os custos de equilíbrio do sistema.
O nosso modelo foi aplicado a dois casos de estudo diferentes, tendo obtido em ambos resul-
tados que suportam as nossas conclusões.
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Abstract
With the developments of smart grids, distribution system operators can rely on the activation of
distributed flexibilities to solve network constraints and postpone investments in network rein-
forcement. The uncertainties on generation/demand forecasts, increase significantly the amount
of resources needed to do a preventive operation of the distributed flexibilities.
In this work we propose a methodology to assess the uncertainties on both generation and de-
mand forecasts at the MV substation level and determine their economic impact in the distributed
flexibilities activation.
Using a stochastic algorithm, we create N different time series of load demand, wind speed
and cloud coverage, dividing the forecast error into a structural and random part. We then cross the
wind speed with a typical turbine power curve and the cloud coverage index with the forecasted
irradiance to come up with N different scenarios of load demand, wind and PV power.
These scenarios are used in a simulation tool to forecast the likelihood and depth of constraints
in the distribution network, that are analyzed in a 10 minute time step.
With the constraints forecast, we have defined the best activation strategy for each flexibil-
ity, taking into account the economic impact We have performed a brief analysis of the French
electricity day-ahead, intraday and balancing mechanism prices, to provide our model with an
economic model adjusted to the reality.
We have applied our approach to two different test cases and concluded that the best activation
timing was as close to real as possible, and that the economic models used nowadays to assess
the costs and benefits of distributed flexibility should be updated to take into account opportunity
costs.
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”I can live with doubt and uncertainty and not knowing.
I think it is much more interesting to live not knowing than
to have answers that might be wrong.
If we will only allow that, as we progress, we remain unsure,
we will leave opportunities for alternatives.
We will not become enthusiastic for the fact, the knowledge,
the absolute truth of the day, but remain always uncertain. . .
In order to make progress, one must leave the door to the unknown ajar.”
Richard P. Feynman
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Problem Statement
Reinforcement of distribution networks has usually been planned through a set of worst case sce-
narios. With this type of management, it was expected for the grid to work with the minimum
amount of control and without facing constraints in the long term horizon. This would result in
investments that would only make effect after a long period of time [1]. The rapid and massive in-
tegration of renewable energy sources into the network, makes it extremely expensive to continue
with this policy, for two essential reasons:
• First, because the high intermittency in the power output creates serious challenges in its
forecasts and consequently, in the grid operation for long time horizons.
• Second, because the fast deployment of distributed resources, makes it hard to assess their
future location and the place where constraints will occur [2].
Recent policy statements have emphasized the opportunity to use distributed flexibility instead
of reinforcement to solve distribution constraints [3]. Relying on this solution is however condi-
tioned to a positive economic evaluation. In this framework, the activation strategy of distributed
flexibility resources is key.
Whereas preliminary works on distributed flexibility valuation considered a priori knowledge
of demand and generation even at a local scale, this thesis explores how operational uncertainties
should be considered.
In this work, we will address this problem by:
1. Characterizing uncertainties in both decentralized generation and demand on a 10 minute
time step basis and at the Medium Voltage (MV) feeder level, depending on the forecast
antecedence.
2. Assessing the best timing to make decision on the activation of different types of flexible
resources.
3. Updating the economic model to assess the costs and benefits of those flexible resources.
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In particular, we will consider that distribution system operators (DSOs) can activate flexible
resources between day ahead and real time using the best forecasts available at the moment, and
making a trade off between costs and risks. Since the availability and the cost of activation of
flexible resources changes when approaching real time, forecast accuracy is particularly relevant
to ensure the suitability of the decisions.
Table 1.1: Impacts of distributed flexibilities activation
Period Quantity to be activated Cost of balancing
Real Time Very High Low
3h ahead High High
24h ahead Low Very High
To propose a possible solution to this problem we will consider that the DSO can choose the
best strategy on 3 different periods:
• 24h Ahead – based on predictions of future demand/generation and available flexibilities;
• 3h Ahead – based on more accurate predictions of future demand/generation and available
flexibilities;
• Real time/close to real time – based on real time measurements and estimation of flexibili-
ties.
The approach is applied to test cases with constraints caused during periods of high demand
and low generation, for which we consider the following types of distributed flexibilities:
• Activation of flexible distributed generation;
• Demand Response through price signals;
• Demand Response through command signals.
We assume that the same approach can be applied to other situations and technologies/services.
1.2 Approach developed in this thesis
To characterize uncertainties, we will create N different scenarios based on the load and generation
forecasts. With those N different time series, we simulate the different combinations of load and
generation scenarios caused by the forecast uncertainty for each time horizon corresponding to a
risk ε and therefore excluding the extreme events with a reduced probability of occurrence.
Those profiles serve as input for a simulation tool developed by EDF R&D that calculates the
frequency and depth of constraints in a particular distribution feeder. Using this information, we
assess how much distributed resources need to be activated to guarantee (with a risk ε) that the
network constraints will be relieved.
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This is then taken into account to assess the economic impact of each solution depending on
the time of activation. We also consider the technical features of each technology/service, e.g. pay
back effect in the case of demand response through command signals or minimum running time
for dispatchable decentralized generation.
1.3 Plan of the report
This report is organized as follows:
In chapter 2, we present the relevant work that has already been made within the scope of our
work.
In chapter 3, we model the decision making challenge by defining the parameters of the forecast
uncertainty.
In chapter 4, we apply our methodology to forecast constraints frequency and depth for a given
day.
In chapter 5, we model the economic impact of each activation.
In chapter 6, we apply our model to two different test cases for which we define the best activation
strategy for each flexibility resource.
And finally in chapter 7, we present our conclusions and future work directions.
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Chapter 2
State of the art
2.1 Forecasting
Forecast methods can be divided into two main groups, point forecasts and probabilistic forecasts.
Probabilistic forecasting consists in providing more information than just the forecast, by defining
a probability of one or more future events, as opposing to point forecasts, that provides a single
predicted value value for a future event. Point forecasts has been the most studied subject through
the last few years, and therefore it is easy to find relevant works in the literature for both wind,
load and PV power output.
Regarding PV, in 2000, Hammer et al. [4] presented a technique for short-term forecast of
solar irradiance, with a time horizon from 30 minutes up to 2 hours. Considering that the cloud
coverage is the most important parameter when determining the amount of irradiance that arrives
at the panels surface, they present a statistical method to detect the motion of cloud structures
based on satellite images and with that forecast the PV power output.
In 2009, Bacher et al. [5] presented a new approach to online short-term forecasting of solar
power, with time horizon from 1 hour to 36 hours. They used data collected from PV systems
located in Denmark with a 15 minute time step. Their approach suggests a normalization of the
solar power using a clear sky model and then, using adaptive linear time series, consider as an
input the numerical weather predictions to forecast the power output.
Also in 2009, Lorenz et al. [6] presented an approach to predict PV power output based on
weather forecasts, with a time horizon from one to three days. They use the data of regional
weather forecasts in order to reduce the error in the input forecasts of irradiance and investigate
the impact of clear sky models on the forecast error.
For load demand, in 1999, Padmakumari et al. [7] presented an approach that combined
a neural network with a fuzzy logic modeling for long term distribution load forecasting. The
principals advantages presented were the reduced computational time and the accuracy in the
distribution network.
In 2000, Villalba and Bel [8] presented an hybrid demand model to improve load forecasting
at distribution level. They use information already available about the forecasted points in the
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network to determine the linear behavior of the load and then apply an artificial neural network to
cope with the nonlinear behavior.
In 2005, Yalcinoz and Eminoglu [9] presented a model that used a neural network to forecast
short term peak load, total load and medium term monthly load distribution systems. The neu-
ral network was trained with historical data with a special emphasis in the connections between
temperatures and loads.
In 2011, Chakhchoukh et al. [10] proposed a forecasting method for a time horizon up to a
day ahead based on efficient and robust statistical methods. They compare their model with ones
already proposed in the literature and come up with better forecast accuracy in a French electric
load model.
For the wind power forecast, in 2003, Pinson and Kariniotakis [11] presented a wind forecast-
ing system that used as an input online SCADA measurements and numerical weather predictions
to predict the production of wind power parks with a time horizon from 1 hour up to 48 hours.
Different approaches for wind power forecast can be found in the work by Monteiro et al. [12]
where they performed an extensive analysis and comparisons of the various forecast methods.
Probabilistic forecasts intend to provide more information than what one can get from point
forecasts. With the integration of renewable energy sources, characterized by their variability, it
is not of much use to have point forecasts, especially when we are talking about long forecast
horizons with high levels of uncertainty, in which the probabilistic forecasts can to help in the
making of more robust decisions [13].
Several approaches to probabilistic forecasts have been developed in the last few years, most
of them are related with wind power integration, but the approaches can easily be applied to other
energy sources.
In 2006, Nielsen and Nielsen [14] developed an approach considering the uncertainty in mete-
orological forecasts to create wind power production quantiles. They created a demo-application
to verify their findings in two different environments. One in an offshore wind farm and the other
for a region in west Denmark. For the regional probabilistic forecast, their approach could produce
reliable forecasts for a time horizon up to 7 days.
Also in 2006, Pinson [15] recognized the importance of wind power forecasts for time hori-
zons up to 3 days for a better integration in both power systems and electricity markets. He
investigated different methods for estimating the uncertainty of wind power forecasts, and utilized
a non-parametric statistical method using fuzzy logic concepts, to introduce a generic method of
prediction interval estimation that would create predictive distributions of wind power output.
In 2007, Pinson et al. [16] presented and approach to define statistical scenarios of wind
power production, with time horizons up to 3 days, in which they address with more detail the
interdependence structure of prediction errors. Their study was tested in a multi-MW wind farm
test case over a period of 2 years.
Also in 2007, Juban et al. [17] utilized kernel density estimation techniques to produce a
predictive probability density function for short-term wind power production to overcome the
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limitations in wind generation management using point forecasts. The results were obtained using
real data from three French wind farms.
In 2008, Billinton and Huang [18] assessed the uncertainty in forecasting considering two
different forms of error, aleatory and epistemic. They tested their approach performing Monte
Carlo simulations to study the impact of load and wind power uncertainty on the system reliability.
In 2011, Mello et al. [19] developed a method based in a first-order autoregressive algorithm
to create real time, hour ahead and day ahead wind and load forecast errors in time series. These
errors were used to produce forecasts for both load and wind power for the different time horizons
and can be used in the stochastic planning of wind integration studies. Their simulations proved
that their results produced forecast error series similar to those observed in real data sets. Different
approaches for generating forecast error time series are analyzed and compared in 2013 by Lu et al.
[20]. They compared the capability of each algorithm in preserving the characteristics of historical
forecasts data sets.
2.2 Active network management strategies
Due to the integration of renewable energy sources, a new approach in the management of power
network is required. In the last years, new studies have suggested different management strategies,
exploring the flexibility in demand and generation and also reducing the security margins. In the
literature we can find different works with a wide range of applications.
In 2002, Liew and Strbac [21] presented three different control strategies to maximize the pen-
etration of wind generation in existing distribution networks without reinforcement. They assess
the impact of the different strategies with an optimal power flow analysis, taking into account the
impact it has on the losses.
In 2004, Castronuovo and Peças Lopes [22] propose a coordinated strategy between an hy-
dro and wind power plant, using an hourly discretized optimization algorithm, to improve the
economic gains and attenuate the intermittent power output characteristic of the wind power plant.
In 2007, Ummels et al. [23] analyzed the impact of wind power generation on thermal genera-
tion unit commitment and dispatch. They use a unit commitment and economic dispatch tool that
allows for frequent revisions of the generation units data, based on short term forecasts that is of
extreme importance in systems with large penetration of wind generation.
In 2009, Keane et al. [24] analyzed the operational impacts of the integration of intermittent
renewable sources into the network, and propose a method to minimize the cost of those generators
through a coordinated operation.
In 2010, Makarov et al. [25] proposed a new approach to integrate the uncertainty in load and
wind power forecast in the operation of the power system. They evaluate the uncertainties for the
required generation envelope and predict the future grid balancing requirements for specified time
horizons and confidence levels.
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Also in 2010, Ochoa et al. [26] proposed a multi period AC optimal power flow based tech-
nique for evaluating the maximum penetration level of variable distributed generation in an ex-
isting distribution network using active network management control strategies including coordi-
nated voltage control, adaptive power factor and energy curtailment. Ochoa and Harrison also
published a paper in 2011 [27] where they use the same approach with the goal of minimizing
energy losses when accommodating renewable distributed generation.
In 2012, Dolan et al. [28] presented an optimal power flow technique for automatic power
management, to manage thermal constraints in distribution networks. With this approach they
aimed at increasing the penetration of distributed renewable generation by applying generation
curtailment in the event of a thermal constraint.
In 2013, Gemine et al. [29] addressed the problem faced by a distribution system operator
when planning the operation of a network with high penetration of renewable energy sources
and distributed generation. They considered strategies including activation of flexible demand,
generation curtailment and load modulation.
2.3 Distributed flexibilities
To allow the different active network management strategies the distribution system operator needs
to rely on flexible resources. It is possible to find in the literature relevant work regarding the
modulation of distributed flexibilities.
In 2009, Ruiz et al. [30] proposed an optimization algorithm based on direct load control to
determine the control schedules an aggregator should apply to help minimize network congestion
and deviations between generation and demand. Their model is valid for both transmission and
distribution network and was tested on a real power system.
In 2010, Medina et al. [31] demonstrated the importance of integrating demand response with
distribution network topology when scheduling its activation.
Also in 2010, Negnevitsky et al. [32] proposed a change in the demand response business
model, by introducing a new concept for the exchange. They propose a pool-based model and a
bilateral model and different operators to facilitate the trading.
Xu et al. [33] propose an optimization framework for a load aggregator with energy storage
capability. Their main goal is to minimize the energy cost by determining the imported power
in the different periods of the day, taking into account the different market prices and the storage
capacity.
In 2011, Pedrasa et al. [34] presented a new energy service decision support tool to help
in the making of day ahead operational schedules for controllable residential distributed energy
resources. Their goal was to maximize the consumer net benefit by providing him with different
distributed energy resources activation strategies.
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2.4 Stochastic algorithms
The intermittent characteristic of the renewable energy sources led to the investigation of stochastic
methods for the analysis of power systems. It is possible to find different works with a special
focus in the wind power characterization, but with methodologies that can be applied to different
resources.
In 2006, Papaefthymiou et al. [35] performed a stochastic analysis of the integration of dis-
tributed renewable generation in power systems. They intended to provide a methodology that can
be used as a base for new uncertainty analysis.
Also in 2006, Matevosyan and Söder [36] proposed a methodology for the wind power pro-
ducer to decide on the optimal wind power production bids for the short term power market with
the main goal of minimizing imbalance costs. Their method is based on stochastic programming
where the wind power forecast error is represented as a stochastic process.
In 2007, Pinson et al. [37] also addressed the problem of optimal biding strategy for a wind
power producer, introducing a methodology that can be used in a stochastic programming frame-
work based on probabilistic forecasts of wind generation.
In 2012, Dutta and Sharma [38] investigated the optimal storage sizing required by a system
to accommodate wind generation. They considered uncertainties in both load and wind generation
and presented a methodology based on stochastic linear programming.
In 2013, Chaves-Ávila et al. [39] presented a stochastic optimization model to maximize the
wind power producer’s profit. They considered the uncertainties in prices, power forecasts and
interconncetion capacity for both day ahead and intraday time horizons.
We can observe that the integration of uncertainties in the power systems analysis is a recent
subject of research, but that is already recognized as an important tool for the developments needed
for the optimization in the distribution network. It is difficult to find methodologies that can
directly be applied to the work developed in this thesis. Some of the work does not consider the
challenges of considering just the distribution network, and the ones who do, consider larger time
steps in their analysis. Besides that, the methodologies presented in the different works are useful
to the development of our models.
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Chapter 3
Modeling the decision making challenge
In this chapter we will define the scenarios that the DSO should consider to make decisions on the
activation of flexible resources considering a given risk ε .
To make the decision at time T0, the DSO can consider N time series describing generation
PT0(t) and load CT0(t) at each time step t at the MV substation level. We will consider a time step
of 10 minutes with a maximum forecast horizon of 36 hours.
Each time series PT0i and C
T0
i with i ∈ [1,. . . ,N] will represent a different scenario with a
probability of occurrence of 1/N.
The different scenarios PT0i andC
T0
i will be built considering that at time T0 the DSO will have
the following forecasts:
• Load: CˆT0 ;
• Wind speed: vˆT0 ;
• Cloud coverage: nˆT0 .
For every t ∈ [1,. . . ,M], the expected value of each scenario vT0i (t), n
T0
i (t) andC
T0
i (t) , must be
equal to the expected value of the forecast vˆT0(t), nˆT0(t) and CˆT0(t).
3.1 Modeling the forecast uncertainty
The uncertainty contained in the forecasts can be divided into the epistemic uncertainty, which is
knowledge based, and the aleatory uncertainty that can be caused by sudden short-term phenomena
such as component failures, meteorological factors [18][15].
The aleatory uncertainty is related with the time step of the forecast, the bigger the time step
is, the more the cyclic characteristics of the measurements overlaps the unexpected phenomena,
and this will decrease the random uncertainty [10].
For every measurement X, we will consider that the error ∆Xi is divided into a structural error
∆XSi and a random error ∆XRi.
∆Xi(t) = ∆XSi(t)+∆XRi(t) (3.1)
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Structural error
The structural error corresponds to the epistemic uncertainty contained in the forecast and it is
modeled through a Markov chain defined by the following equation:
∆XSi(t+1) = αX ×∆XSi(t)+ fXt (3.2)
where fXt represents a random variable following a distribution regarding X and t, and αX is a
parameter that defines the persistence of the error.
Random error
The random error corresponds to aleatory uncertainty contained in the forecast and it is mod-
eled through a random variable gX that follows a distribution regarding X. This will be subject of
further discussion in the next chapters.
∆XRi(t) = gX (3.3)
3.1.1 Application of the forecast uncertainty model
In this section we describe the application of the uncertainty model for each of the forecasted
time series. Due to the difficulties in finding relevant literature to support all of our models, some
adjustments had to be made based on similar approaches found and also from the advice of EDF
R&D experts.
In all the forecasted variables the real time measures are affected by the random error, to
simulate the difficulties in obtainingl the measurements in real time.
Forecasting load demand
Although load forecast has been a subject of intense research through the last few years, it is
hard to find relevant literature regarding forecasts at the distribution network level. In the works
published the models consider the load of an entire day [9] or long term horizons [7] which is not
useful to our work. In [8] it is possible to assess the short term load forecast error at distribution
networks, even though in this work, the forecast is made on a 1 hour time step, it was helpful when
defining the uncertainty parameters.
The load forecast error can be modeled through a normal distribution, and in this case, we
consider that the structural error is defined by a random variable fct following a zero mean normal
distribution with a standard deviation of 0,00046× t × CˆT0(t), reaching the maximum value of
10% after 36 hours. The persistence parameter is defined as: αC = 0,8.
The random error is modeled through the variable gC following a zero mean normal distribu-
tion with a standard deviation of: 0,03×max
(
CˆT0
)
.
Forecasting wind speed
In this case we consider that the structural error is defined by a random variable fvt that is made
of 3 uniform distributions, as it can be observed in figure 3.1. We consider that the probability of
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Figure 3.1: Distribution of the wind speed structural error
being in the central block centered on vˆT0(t) decreases linearly from 90% at t=0 until 50% at
t=36×6 to model the big uncertainty in wind forecast for long time horizons [40]. The probability
of being in the other blocks is calculated so that the expected value remains equal to vˆT0(t) as it
will be explained in the next chapters. The persistence parameter is defined as αv = 0,8.
The random error is modeled through a random variable gv following a zero mean normal
distribution with a standard deviation of: 0,2× vˆT0(t).
These parameters are set in order to match the error values found in the literature in works
such as [38], [41] and [12].
Forecasting cloud coverage
In this case we consider that the cloud coverage structural error is defined by a random variable
fnt made out of three uniform distributions as represented in figure 3.2. We consider that the
probability of being in the central block centered on nˆT0(t) decreases linearly from 80% at t=0
until 40% at t=36*6. The probability of being in the other blocks is calculated so that the expected
value remains equal to nˆT0(t). Due to the fact that cloud coverage must be within the interval from
0 to 1, it became important to create a function fnt that would not change the expected value. The
persistence parameter is defined as αn = 0,7.
The random error is modeled through a random variable gn following a zero mean normal
distribution with a standard deviation of: 0,2×min
(
nˆT0(t),1− nˆT0 (t)
)
.
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Figure 3.2: Distribution of the cloud coverage structural error
Probability density function
When forecasting wind speed and cloud coverage, there was a need to use a distribution of
probability that could model the uncertainty in both these variables. Cloud coverage is measured
between 0 and 1 and it is characterized by a big volatility. To model that we needed a distribution
of probability that would always maintain the possibility of an increase until the maximum value
and decrease until 0. In some publications, such as [20], a truncated normal distribution is used to
overcome the defined interval limitation, but in our case that it is not possible because using the
truncated normal distribution would change the expected value of the forecast.
In this work we chose to create a distribution of probability that would adapt to the charac-
teristics of the measured variable. We have divided the range of possibilities into three intervals
and used three uniform distributions to cover three different intervals. The central interval, covers
the possibility of the error being between -30% and +30% of the forecasted value. The other two
intervals cover the possibility of the error being over or under 30% of the forecasted value, and 1
and 0 respectively.
It is proven that the forecast accuracy decreases over the forecast horizon, so in our model,
the probability of staying in the central interval decreases linearly with the forecast horizon and
assumes a different value in relation to the measure variable. The probability of being over or
under 30% of the forecasted value is defined so that the expected value of the error is always 0.
The formulas are given with more detail in appendix A.
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3.1.2 Uncertainty at substation level forecast
In this section, we will apply the formulas defined above to assess the uncertainty in load demand,
wind power and PV power.
Forecasting load demand uncertainty
The N load demand time series are defined through the following equation:
C
T0
i = Cˆ
T0 +∆Ci,∀i ∈ N (3.4)
Where CˆT0 is the forecast at time T0 and ∆Ci is defined through equation 3.1.
Forecasting wind power uncertainty
The N wind speed time series are defined through the following equation:
v
T0
i = vˆ
T0 +∆vi,∀i ∈ N (3.5)
Where vˆT0 is the forecast at time T0 and ∆vi is defined through equation 3.1.
With the different scenarios of wind speed v, we can now obtain the wind power p applying
the wind turbine power curve formula:
p=
1
2
×ρair×Ar× v
3 (3.6)
Where Ar is the rotor swept area exposed to the wind and ρair is the air density.
Forecasting PV power uncertainty
The N cloud coverage time series are defined through the following equation:
n
T0
i = nˆ
T0 +∆ni,∀i ∈ N (3.7)
Where nˆT0 is the forecast at time T0 and ∆ni is defined through equation 3.1.
The PV power scenarios are obtained by the relation between the cloud coverage and the
power output Pout considering the maximum theoretical irradiance at time T0+ t, as defined in the
following equation:
p= n×Pout (3.8)
Where p is the power output, n is the cloud coverage and Pout is the power output considering
the maximum theoretical irradiance.
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Chapter 4
Forecasting constraints likelihood and
depth
4.1 Methodology
With the methodology detailed in the last chapters, we can obtain the N different time series PT0i
andCT0i representing the evolution of load demand and DG based on the available forecast at time
T0. Figures 4.1a and 4.1b provide an illustrative example of the different scenarios for a particular
day based on a day ahead forecast.
In figure 4.1a we can observe the forecasted load demand as a continuous line. The different
dotted lines are the possible scenarios considering the forecast uncertainty for that given window
of time. The possible scenarios remain centered around the forecast profile accordingly to what
was stated in chapter 3. In figure 4.1b we can observe different scenarios represented in function
of the risk ε . The darker the color, the higher is the risk taken, below the extreme values dotted
line, the risk is equal to 100%.
Figure 4.2a provides an illustrative example of the forecasted PV power output and the dif-
ferent scenarios of power output that might occur due to the uncertainty in the cloud coverage
forecast. We obtain the continuous line considering the forecast of cloud coverage for that given
period, and the other profiles represent errors in the cloud coverage forecast, that can be above or
below the expected value. It is also possible to observe that during the night the PV power output
is zero. Although there is always errors in the cloud coverage forecast for all the hours of the day,
the power output is always conditioned by the irradiance.
In figure 4.2b we can observe, as an illustrative example, the different profiles plotted as a
function of the risk of occurrence. As we are considering constraints in high demand periods, the
scenarios with higher risk, are the ones with lowest PV power output. Due to the high values of
uncertainty in the cloud coverage forecast, we can observe that the lowest percentages of risk are
almost equal to consider no power output.
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(a) Example of 3 particular scenarios.
(b) Envelope of scenarios.
Figure 4.1: Example of a scenarios for load demand evolution using day ahead forecast.
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(a) Different scenarios trajectories
(b) Different scenarios envelope
Figure 4.2: Example of a scenarios for PV output evolution using day ahead forecast.
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With the information regarding load demand and generation we can now determine the occur-
rence of constraints in the distribution network for each scenario. This simulation is performed
using a EDF R&D tool that assesses the probability of having a constraint in the distribution net-
work feeder at each time step.
The simulation tool calculates by the means of an AC power flow, the voltages in the distri-
bution feeder for each one of the input profiles defined in chapter 3.1.2. After that it assesses the
depth of the constraint, which means the amount of power that is needed to solve it. More details
on the algorithm of the utilized in the simulation tool cannot be provided since it is under the
confidentiality protocol established with EDF R&D. Figure 4.3 shows an illustrative example of
the output of the simulation tool, where it is possible to observe the lowest voltage levels point in
a distribution network feeder at each time step.
Figure 4.3a shows an example of time series of the minimum voltage on the feeder. The
continuous line represents the minimum voltage value that is obtained with the forecasted profiles
of both load and generation. In figure 4.3b we can observe the feeder voltage as a function of the
risk taken.
4.1.1 Definition of critical scenarios
Deciding in the day ahead
For every day J ∈ [1,. . . ,365], each value Ci(t) and Pi(t) will correspond to the forecast made
at 12h00 affected by the day ahead uncertainty C[J−1,12h00]i (t) and P
[J−1,12h00]
i (t) for every hour of
the day.
For the first hour of the day, the remaining structural error is 17% of its value of the previous
day, maintaining the persistence of this error throughout the time series.
Deciding 3 hours ahead
For every time step H ∈ [1,. . . ,24], each value Ci(t) and Pi(t) will correspond to the forecast
made 3 hours ahead affected by the uncertaintyC[H−3]i (t) and P
[H−3]
i (t).
For the every scenario i the structural error remains 50% of its value from the last hour of the
last forecast.
Deciding in real time
For the decision in real time we will consider that the DSO has the access to the measurements
that might contain some errors, and therefore we add only the random error for this period.
Risk policy
After defining the different scenarios we consider that the DSO is willing to take a risk ε , and
therefore, we discard a set of extreme values. In this work we consider that the DSO is willing to
take a risk ε of 5% when defining the best activation strategy.
We can now build a time series that characterizes the ε considered Cε and Pε . These time
series contain the last values within the ε interval for each time step.
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(a) Different scenarios trajectories
(b) Different scenarios envelope
Figure 4.3: Example of a scenarios for minimum voltage evolution using day ahead forecast.
Figure 4.4 shows an example of demand and generation profiles when taking a risk ε=5%.
The curvesCε and Pε are built by selecting the profile with the maximum value for each time step
within the interval defined by ε . The same procedure is made for each one of the forecast horizons.
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Figure 4.4: Example of load and generation profiles for a 5% risk on a day-ahead forecast.
With the definition of the Cε and Pε scenarios, we can apply them to the network in study
and assess the frequency and depth of the constraints. Figure 4.5 shows an example of different
voltages for different load and generation scenarios. It is noticeable that as the forecast time
horizon increases, the likelihood of having a constraint also increases, and that can be observed in
figure 4.5 by the number of hours in which the voltages are below 0.97 pu for each period.
Figure 4.5: Example of voltage scenarios for 5%.
Chapter 5
Modeling the economic impact
To choose the best strategy we need to take into account the opportunity costs, that may influence
significantly the activation costs when the decisions are made in/close to real time. To come up
with realistic values, for our economic model, we have performed an empirical analysis of the
French short term electricity market.
In France, the electricity market entity is called the EPEX and it is organized into EPEX
day ahead and EPEX intraday. The market is integrated over France, Germany, Belgium and
Netherlands. We can divide the electricity trading in four different time horizons:
• Forward (from one week to three years)
• Day ahead
• Intraday
• Real time 1
For the scope of our work, we are only interested in analysing the day ahead, intraday and real
time transactions.
EPEX Day-ahead
In the day ahead market, the electricity for the next 24 hours is traded hour by hour. The goal of
this market is to minimize the costs of production needed to supply the demand maximizing the
social welfare function. In order to do so, each actor of the market send its bid before 12 am of
the day before of the delivery. At 12 am the day ahead market price is published along with the
quantities traded.
EPEX Intraday
In the intraday market it is possible to trade electricity for a single hour or for a group of hours
within the 24 hours of the same day. The trading agreements in the intraday market are made
1Balancing Mechanism managed by RTE
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continuously from the day before at 15 pm until 45 minutes before the delivery hour.
Balancing mechanism
Due to the uncertainties in the load and generation, deviations between the quantities traded in the
markets and the actual output at the delivery time may occur. The small deviations are automat-
ically controlled by generation unit’s frequency control, but large deviations, such as generation
units outages and damaged transmission lines, require the connection of other generation units
(tertiary reserve) to reestablish the system balance.
This is called the Balancing mechanism and it is managed by the transmission system operator
(RTE) that is responsible to select the best offer.
The offers in the Balancing mechanism can be of two different types:
• Upward regulation
• Downward regulation
In the upward regulation, the players offer to increase their production to compensate the system
in the case where the demand is higher than the generation (system short).
In the downward regulation, the players offer to decrease their production in order to compen-
sate the system in the case where the generation is higher than the demand (system long).
Besides taking into consideration the prices of the different offers, the TSO must also check if the
location of the generation unit will not cause any constraint in the system.
5.1 Market analysis
Regarding the different period in which the decision is taken, we will consider that the adjustments
will take place in the day-ahead market for the 24 hours ahead period, intraday market for the 3
hours ahead period and in the balancing mechanism for all the deviations that the transmission
system operator must correct.
5.1.1 Observations
With the purpose of obtaining realistic figures for the different market prices, we performed an
analysis of the French electricity market for the year 2013. All the data can be obtained in [42]
and [43].
Day-ahead market
The EPEX day ahead ahead traded almost 52 TWh with an average price of 43,2 e/MWh [43].
Intraday market
In the EPEX intraday, was traded a total of 4,9 TWh. In the intraday prices, it is important to
distinguish two different prices. One for when there is more generation than expected (system is
long), and other when there is less generation than expected (system is short).
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When the system is short, the market prices reflect the energy price plus an opportunity cost,
this makes that the intraday price when the system is short is usually higher than the day ahead.
When the system is long, the market prices reflects the energy price minus the opportunity cost for
not producing during that period.
In the EPEX intraday market, each hour can be traded from 3pm of the day-ahead until 45
minutes before the delivery begins [44]. Given this, we have considered the price of the last
offer of the intraday market, as it is the one that can best represent our analysis at 3 hours ahead.
The average price of the last trade in 2013 was 39,83e/MWh when the system was long, and
44,95e/MWh when the system was short [42].
Although we can see a difference between the intraday and day ahead prices, it is lower than
what was expected. The lack of liquidity in the intraday market might explain some of distortion
present on the prices. The liquidity might be seen as an indicator of the easiness of trading, and it
is usually defined as the trading volume in a market [45]. In 2013 the volume traded in the EPEX
intraday was 2,9 TWh representing only 0,6% of the total load [42].
Balancing Mechanism
Whenever the players fail to correct their positions in the intraday market, the TSO is respon-
sible to correct the deviations and charge the ones responsible for the imbalance [39]. Similarly to
the intraday prices, the prices in the balancing mechanism can be differentiated into up and down
regulation, and follow the day-ahead market prices, with the up regulation price being above the
spot price due to the opportunity costs [46][47].
In 2013 the up regulation cost was 70 e/MWh and the down regulation cost was of 30 e/MWh
[43].
5.1.2 Economic model
When defining the best strategy the DSO must also take into account the characteristics of the
different distributed flexibilities, that may limit the range of solutions for a given time horizon.
Regarding the type of flexibility activated and the window of time chosen it will create a different
economic impact. In the next section we will define the models to calculate that economic impact
considering:
• 24 hours ahead, there is no opportunity costs;
• 3 hours ahead, the opportunity costs are 10% of the conventional generation cost;
• In real time, the opportunity costs are 40% of the conventional generation cost.
5.1.2.1 Activation of flexible distributed generation
To activate this flexibility the cost needs to reflect the value the producer must receive the price for
the energy plus the opportunity cost, and the value that comes from the reduction of the amount
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of centralized generation. We will consider that the price paid for the distributed generation will
remain the same throughout the different intervals.
piFG×Q (5.1)
where piFG is the price paid for the distributed generation and Q is the quantity of energy needed.
The reduction in the centralized generation will have a different impact regarding the market
where it will be traded.
Day ahead market:
The cost of an activation day ahead will be reduced as the same amount of energy produced
by centralized generation that will be released with no loss of opportunity.
piDA×Q (5.2)
where piDA is the price for the day ahead market.
Intraday market:
Activating this flexibility 3 hours ahead will make the system long, and therefore the surplus
energy will be released on the intraday market loosing the opportunity cost, which we estimated
above at 10% of the average centralized generation cost.
piDA×Q−piIntra,long×Q (5.3)
where piIntra,long is the price for the intraday market, when the system is long.
Balancing mechanism
If the imbalances are not corrected before real time, the TSO will pay for the imbalance and
charge it to the imbalance responsible parties. In this case, those will receive the downward reg-
ulation price, loosing an opportunity cost estimated at 40% of the average centralized generation
cost.
piBM,down×Qimb (5.4)
where piBM,down is the price for down regulation in the balancing mechanism and Qimb is the im-
balance quantity.
5.1.2.2 Demand response through price signals
To activate this flexibility, an incentive must be given to the consumer and therefore a cost is
associated with the activation of demand response regardless of the time when it is activated.
piDR,price×Q (5.5)
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where piDR,price is the price for the demand response through price signals.
Day ahead market:
When activating this flexibility in the day ahead, similarly to what happens when activating
the distributed flexible generation, the cost of an activation will be reduced as the same amount of
energy produced by centralized generation, that will be released with no loss of opportunity.
piDA×Q (5.6)
5.1.2.3 Demand response through command signals
The economic impact when activating this flexibility is similar to what was defined above for
demand response through price signals, but with a difference that, a payback effect must be taken
into account. Therefore we consider that the activation of this flexibility has the following cost:
piDR,command×Q (5.7)
where piDR,command is the price for the demand response trough command.
Day ahead market:
When activating this flexibility in the day ahead, a reduction of the cost is expected, propor-
tional to the amount of load that is expected to be shifted, and given the antecedence, the payback
effect can be treated in the day ahead market without paying for opportunity costs.
piDA×Q−piDR,command×Q (5.8)
Intraday market:
Activating this flexibility 3 hours ahead, will make the system long, and therefore there is the
need to balance, paying the corresponding intraday market price. Furthermore the activation of
this flexibility will make the system short for the next hours, and the balance the system in traded
in the intraday market, with the corresponding opportunity prices.
piIntra,long×Q+piIntra,short ×Qpb (5.9)
where piIntra,long is the price for the intraday market, when the system is long.
Balancing mechanism
If this flexibility is activated in real time the TSO will have to correct the imbalance and will
charge it to the DSO at the balancing mechanism price, also there is the need to account for the
payback effect that will follow.
piBM,down×Qimb+piIntra,short ×Qpb (5.10)
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Chapter 6
Distributed flexibilities activation
strategy
To decide the best timing for the activation of distributed flexibilities, besides from the economic
model and the activation requirements as defined in the last section, one must consider also the
quantity of energy needed at each moment and the costs of activation for each flexibility.
6.1 Models for predictive and corrective DF activations
Based on the economic model and restrictions defined in 5.1.2, we will assess the impacts of the
different activations and define the best activation strategy for each one of them. We will evaluate
the impact in centralized generation based on the following market prices:
24 hours ahead
• Spot price of 43e/MWh
3 hours ahead
• 110% of the spot price for the up regulation price in the intraday market
• 90% of the spot price for the down regulation price in the intraday market
Real time
• 140% of the spot price for the up regulation cost in the balancing mechanism
• 60% of the spot price for the down regulation in the balancing mechanism
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6.1.1 Activation of flexible distributed generation
This flexibility is provided by consumers that have small generation units, typically CHP and
micro CHP units, and can plug them into the grid when asked by the DSO. Depending on the
technology, the start-up time may vary, but technologies such as reciprocating engine are able to
connect to the grid in 10 seconds [48], making it possible to activate in almost real time.
We will consider that the DSO will request the amount of power needed to solve all the con-
straints in real time, where there is less uncertainty in the load and generation profiles, and we will
estimate the impact that it will have in centralized generation. Considering the same power, we
will also estimate the amount of energy needed to solve the constraints in the other periods where
some uncertainty affects the load and generation profiles.
For the three different periods (24 hours, 3 hours and real time) we will evaluate the amount
of energy needed to be produced by this type of generators ∆EDG. The activation of this flexibility
will be valued in 150e/MWh [49].
In the next tables we can observe, as an illustrative example,the economic impact of this acti-
vation for three different scenarios.
The first with high frequency and depth of constraints.
Table 6.1: High depth constraints
Period ∆EDG Cost
(MWh) (e/year)
Real Time 58,8 6099
3h ahead 117,5 9461
24h ahead 309,7 22538
With a moderate frequency and depth of constraints:
Table 6.2: Medium depth constraints
Period ∆EDG Cost
(MWh) (e/year)
Real Time 12,1 1256
3h ahead 29,9 2409
24h ahead 100,6 7322
And with low frequency and depth of constraints:
Table 6.3: Low depth constraints
Period ∆EDG Cost
(MWh) (e/year)
Real Time 0,2 19
3h ahead 2,1 170
24h ahead 9,6 699
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In the first column we have the period where the decision was made, in the second column we
can observe the energy produced by the distributed generation and in the third column we can see
the cost of that activation.
As it is possible to observe in the tables above, the cost of deciding before real time is always
higher, than deciding in real time. Deciding on the day ahead can be 10 to 20 times more expensive
than deciding 3 hours ahead, and deciding 3 hours ahead can cost 3 to 10 more times than to decide
in real time.
When forecasting for long time horizons the uncertainty present in the forecast, and conse-
quently the energy needed to request, increases more than the costs of buying centralized gen-
eration in the last moment. Therefore, this flexibility should be activated closest to real time as
possible.
6.1.2 Demand response through price signals - Critical Peak Pricing
Through a scheme of price differentiation regarding the days of the year, DSOs can set a higher
price for the days in which he expects higher demand. Typically the definition of this prices
should be done communicated 24 hours ahead. Considering this situation, in our work we will
only consider this flexibility can be activated in the day ahead.
To help making his decision regarding the activation of this flexibility, the DSO can base his
decision in a longer period analysis of the network. In the following figure it is possible to observe
the probability of having a constraint for each day of the year. Based on the risk that he is willing
to take, he can define a threshold that will allow him to understand in which days it is better to
activate this flexibility.
Although the technical requirements in the activation of this flexibility only allows the activa-
tion 24 hours ahead, we have performed a brief analysis considering the activation in other periods
of time, to assess the impact of the uncertainties for each window of time. In figure 6.1 we can
observe, as an illustrative example, the probability of having a constraint for each day of the year,
when deciding 3 or 24 hours ahead. We can see that there is a much higher probability of seeing
a constraint when deciding 24 hours ahead in comparison to the 3 hours ahead management. In
table 6.4 we can see the number of days that are below the 5% risk of having a constraint. As
expected, when deciding in real time, due to the reduction on the uncertainty, there is only 2 days
where the probability of having a constraint is higher than 5%.
Table 6.4: Number of days where constraint probability is below 5%
Period Number of days
Real Time 2
3h ahead 16
24h ahead 59
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Figure 6.1: Probability of having a constraint for each day over one year
6.1.3 Demand response through price signals - Time Of Use tariff
This variation of price signals demand response is used to alleviate the network in the hours of
higher peak. This is usually defined with the consumer at the beginning of the contract, and the
peak hours can only be changed with a 6 month advance notice. The use of this flexibility can
be estimated by assessing the probability of having a constraint in each hour of the day over the
entire year. With that evaluation, the DSO can establish a threshold depending on the risk that
he is willing to take, and therefore decide when to use this flexibility, aiming for the hours where
there is a lower probability of constraints.
6.1.4 Demand response through command signals - Direct Load Control
Through a contract that is previously defined, the DSO has the permission to manage the loads. It is
possible to activate this flexibility without communicating it to the customer. We consider that this
flexibility can be activated in real time. This flexibility is typically associated with appliances that
have thermal storage capacity such as air-conditioning, boilers and electric space-heating systems
[30][31]. The activation of this flexibility is valued as 25e/MWh. When activating this flexibility,
we take into consideration the payback effect, and consider the impact it has on the following
hours.
Similarly to what is observed in the activation of flexible distributed generation, the costs tend
to get higher as we decide before real time. From the DSO point of view it is similar to activate
distributed generation or direct load control in term of market positions, the activation cost is the
only one that differs but does not make a big impact. We can still observe that deciding 24 hours
ahead can be 10 to 20 times more expensive than to activate 3 hours ahead and activating 3 hours
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Table 6.5: Demand response through command signals in a strong network
Period ∆EDG Cost
(MWh) (e/year)
Real Time 0,1 63
3h ahead 1,5 710
24h ahead 8,2 3909
ahead costs 3 to 10 times more than activating in real time. This flexibility should be activated as
close to real time as possible.
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Chapter 7
Case Study
To validate our results, we have performed the analysis presented in the previous chapters for two
different test cases.
Given the difficulty in finding public data of MV feeders with a 10 minute time step, we needed
to do some adaptations in order to come up with the feeder’s load and generation profiles.
We have used 2012 historical data from Ireland, that can be obtained from [51], to get the
outline of the curves, and reduced the maximum values to suit the ones expected at a MV feeder.
For the national load curve, we have used the French load curve from the year 2012 that can be
obtained from [52]. In both models we used the ratio between the node load and the total load
of the system to allocate our different load profiles, and use the same principle to allocate the
distributed generation considering that every node has a generation unit.
The profiles collected from [51] are collected with a one hour time step and the ones obtained
from [52] are collected with a 30 minute time step. In order to use those profiles in our model
we needed to transform those profiles to a 10 minute time step. That was obtained with a linear
interpolation of the hourly points to obtain the 6 points per hour forecast.
7.1 IEEE 123 node test feeder
The IEEE 123 node test feeder is commonly used to perform different power systems analysis,
developed by the IEEE PES Distribution System Analysis Working Group. It is a large system
consisting of overhead and underground single phase, two phase and three phase cables along
with step voltage regulators and shunt capacitors and it is designed to create numerous voltage
problems.
The system is characterized by a voltage level of 4,16kV and it is constituted by 197 line and
123 nodes. The peak load is of 3490kW allocated by 85 buses. Further information about this test
case can be found in [53].
The feeder is designed as an unbalanced system, but for the purpose of our work, we will
consider a well balanced system , since the conclusion we want to extract are not depending on
the load balance. Figure 7.7 shows the one line diagram of the system.
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Figure 7.1: IEEE 123 node test feeder diagram
For this test case, the same methodology detailed in the previous chapter were followed, con-
sidering the activation of the distributed flexibilities in three different periods:
• 24 hours ahead;
• 3 hours ahead;
• Real time;
7.1.1 Activation of flexible distributed generation
As we can observe from table 7.1, the costs of activation increase as the antecedence of the acti-
vation also increases. Although the costs for the activation in real time are higher, the amount of
energy that needs to be requested 24 hours ahead increases the overall costs of the activation in
this period. Although the activation 3 hours ahead, presents itself as a good compromise in terms
of energy requested, it is penalized by the costs of balancing the system.
Table 7.1: Activation of flexible distributed generation
Period ∆EDG Cost
(MWh) (e/year)
Real Time 2.31 71.17
3h ahead 58.61 4 551.10
24h ahead 199.26 13 653.38
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7.1.2 Demand response through price signals - Critical Peak Pricing
Figures 7.2 and 7.3 show the probability of having a constraint for each day of the year, consid-
ering all the load and generation scenarios. We can observe that if we are considering a 24 hours
horizon, the probability of having a constraint and the number of days in which that constraints
can occur are bigger when comparing to the 3 hours ahead horizon.
In table 7.5 we can verify that the number of days with a probability of having a constraint higher
than 5% is bigger for the 24 hour horizon.
Figure 7.2: Probability of having a constraint by day
Figure 7.3: Probability of having a constraint by day
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Table 7.2: Number of days where constraint probability is above 5%
Period Number of days
Real Time 3
3h ahead 7
24h ahead 12
7.1.3 Demand response through price signals - Time Of Use tariff
For the activation of the demand response through Time Of Use tariff it is important to assess the
hours in which the price signals can be sent. Figure 7.4 shows the analysis performed in our IEEE
test case. We can observe that the only periods that would be suitable to perform the activation
would be between 0 am and 7 am.
Figure 7.4: Probability of having a constraint by hour
7.1.4 Demand response through command signals - Direct Load Control
Table 7.3 shows the amount of energy needed to be activated by command signal demand response
and its economic impact, to solve all the constraints for each period.
Table 7.3: Demand response through command signals
Period ∆EDG Cost
(MWh) (e/year)
Real Time 0.58 50.71
3h ahead 45.16 3 921.09
24h ahead 914.93 34 575.18
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When activating this flexibility, we must take into account the impact that it has on the system
in the following hour. Comparing to the activation of flexible distributed generation, this solution
needs to use more energy due to the payback effect. We can observe that the costs of activating
the flexibilities tend to decrease dramatically as we approach the real time activation.
7.2 CIGRE European MV distribution network benchmark
Figure 7.5: CIGRE European MV distribution network benchmark diagram
In 2009, the CIGRE Task Force C6 published an article [54] defining a set of benchmarks config-
urations to study the integration of distributed energy resources in networks with different config-
urations ranging from high to low voltage. We use the MV distribution network benchmark, more
specifically, the feeder with the European configuration as represented in figure 7.5.
For the purpose of our work, we will focus on the left feeder, identified in figure 7.5 as Feeder
1. The load on bus 1 will not be considered since it represents additional feeders served by the
transformer and are not actually part of the modeled feeder.
The feeder operates at a nominal voltage of 20kV and has 15 lines and 11 nodes. The peak
load is of 2699kW allocated by 9 buses. We will consider that switches S2 and S3 are open so the
feeder has a radial configuration.
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7.2.1 Activation of flexible distributed generation
As table 7.4 shows for this test case, it is more economic to activate the flexible distributed gener-
ation as close to real time as possible.
When comparing to the IEEE test case, the energy required is around the same values, and once
again we can observe that the higher quantity of energy needed to be activated 24 hours ahead, is
more penalizing that the higher balancing costs when activating in real time
Table 7.4: Activation of flexible distributed generation
Period ∆EDG Cost
(MWh) (e/year)
Real Time 2.1 63.78
3h ahead 23.9 1 774.73
24h ahead 81.26 5 324.19
7.2.2 Demand response through price signals - Critical Peak Pricing
When analyzing the probability of having a constraint for each day of the year, we have approxi-
mately the same results as in the IEEE test case, the first and last days of the year are normally as-
sociated with lower temperatures, which increases the demand with utilization of electric heaters.
In this case, when deciding 24 hours ahead, the higher probability of constraints is located in the
first 50 days of year, with some days having a really big demand and also in the last few days of
the year, but with the probability of having a constraint being lower than 5%.
Figure 7.6: Probability of having a constraint by day
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If we consider that the decision could be made 3 hours ahead, we can observe a drastic reduc-
tion in the probability of having a constraint. In this case, the first days of the year remains as the
most likely to face a constraint, but with the maximum probability being around 10%, opposing to
the near 20% for the 24h antecedence.
Figure 7.7: Probability of having a constraint by day
Table 7.5: Number of days where constraint probability is above 5%
Period Number of days
Real Time 4
3h ahead 7
24h ahead 10
7.2.3 Demand response through price signals - Time Of Use tariff
In figure 7.8 we can see the likelihood of having a constraint for each hour of the day.
Similar what was show in figure 7.4, we can observe that the probability of having a constraint
is higher during the peak hours and significantly low during the base hours. That behavior might
be explained by the shape of the load curve, that reaches its maximum during the peak hours,
causing constraints problems to the network and rapidly decreases its value during the base hours.
In this case we would only have the first hours of the day with a probability of facing a con-
straint lower than 5%, and therefore more suitable for the activation of this flexibility.
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Figure 7.8: Probability of having a constraint by hour
7.2.4 Demand response through command signals - Direct Load Control
Table 7.6 presents the energy needed to solve all the constraints in the network with the activation
of command signals demand response. Although the conclusions we can extract from this are
similar to the ones obtained in the IEEE test case, in here it is even more noticeable the contribution
of the payback effect to the increase in the quantity of energy to request 24 hours ahead. The
incorporation of 70% of the deviation in the next hour, causes a big impact, both technically and
economic, in the activation of this flexibility with 24 hours of antecedence.
Table 7.6: Demand response through command signals - Direct Load Control
Period ∆EDG Cost
(MWh) (e/year)
Real Time 0.52 45.88
3h ahead 52.05 4 520.30
24h ahead 1122.23 42 638.39
Chapter 8
Conclusion
8.1 Main results
In this work we have researched the best activation strategy for distributed flexibilities considering
the economic impact these activations might have.
We began by reviewing the existing work made in this area. Although some useful information
was found, there is a lack of research in the area of forecasting at the MV substation, since most of
the forecasting techniques focus on a national level, considering all the network. It is also difficult
to find relevant work regarding the activation of flexible distributed resources.
We have then defined a model to address the uncertainties in load demand, wind speed and
cloud coverage at the distribution network level. Our model creates N different profiles to cover a
broad range of possibilities regarding the real profiles. With these profiles defined we could apply
them to come up with load demand, wind and PV power scenarios. A set of critical scenarios
defined by the risk that the DSO is willing to take, is used forecast constraints likelihood and
depth.
To come up with realistic figures for our economic model we have performed a brief analysis
of the French electricity short termmarket in the year of 2012. The economic model is then defined
for each one of the flexibilities, taking into account the cost of activation and the cost related to
the impact it causes on the balance of the system.
After that, we have defined the activation strategies for each one of the flexibilities and ex-
tracted some preliminary results. Due to its physical characteristics, some of them cannot be
activated throughout the three different periods, and regarding the period when it is activated, the
cost of reestablishing the system balance might cause a big impact in the final cost of the activa-
tion. Our model was applied to an IEEE and a CIGRE test case to analyze results and extract some
conclusions.
With this work we made observations with a significant impact, that due to the limited number
of cases in which our model was applied, cannot be considered as representative and therefore
must be analyzed with care.
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We have observed that the uncertainties on decentralized generation and demand for a 10
minute period on a MV feeder are quite significant, and therefore increase dramatically the amount
of resources needed to be activated in preventive operation of distribution networks.
Our preliminary results show that it is more economical to activate the distributed flexibilities
as late as possible due to the amount of uncertainty in a preventive operation. We can suppose that
the same principle can be applied to the low voltage network management, as the uncertainties
tend to be higher.
With our work, we have demonstrated the need to update the economic models to take into
account the opportunity costs of centralized generation, and the uncertainties in the activation of
distributed flexibilities.
The main contributions of this work is the developed model to assess the uncertainties at the
MV substation level and the economic evaluation of the flexibilities activation. Although we only
apply our model to peak load constraints, the way it is developed makes it possible to easily apply
it to other types of flexibility.
8.2 Further work
Further research is needed in this area and might be done based in our model. We have considered
that the flexibilities were always available, but the results would benefit from the consideration of
uncertainty in the activation, that would cause significant differences in the activation of different
technologies.
We have considered a time step of 10 minutes, and that the activation in real time could be done
without further issues, but in reality, designing strategies for real time activation of the distributed
flexibilities is challenging and needs to be studied with more detail.
As we stated in 8.1, our results must be analyzed with care, and will definitely benefit from
the application to different test cases, using different load curves. We can suppose that the use of
a national load curve might have some influence in our results. The shape of national load curves
tend to be more flat, and therefore, the frequency of the constraints tend to be smaller but with
bigger depths, causing the accentuated differences between the energy needed to be activated 3
and 24 hours ahead.
The application to different types of constraints and technologies would also be beneficial to
our model, specially the consideration of emerging types of flexibilities such as big storage.
Appendix A
Probability density function
Our goal with this approach, was to develop a distribution within a limited interval, that would
have an expected value E(X) equal to the forecasted value α . The following equation, defines the
expected value of an uniform distribution:
x1+ x2
2
= E (X) (A.1)
In the formula above, the probability of being within the interval x1 and x2 is 1, but as we were
interested in defining the entire range of possibilities with 3 intervals, we would start by defining
the likelihood of being within the central interval a, by caping the height of that interval.
That would correspond to have only a percentage of the expected value:
B+C
2
×a= a×E(X) (A.2)
Therefore, the expected value of the other two intervals, must be equal to E(X)× (1− a), as
defined in the next equation:
A+B
2
×b× (1−a)+
C+D
2
× (1−b)× (1−a) = (1−a)×α (A.3)
Where b is the parameter that limits the height of the other intervals, and can be obtained by:
b=
2×α−C−D
A+B−C−D
(A.4)
Figure A.1 illustrates a possible outline of the probability density function.
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Figure A.1: Custom probability density function
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